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Abstract 

This dissertation explores Novel Interfaces for First Person Shooting (FPS) games on 

Personal Digital Assistant ePDA) devices. The new approach uses intelligent gesture 

recognition combined with the optimal implementation of basic game functions (i.e., 

jump, shoot, walk forward) to improve the interaction in FPS games on PDAs 

(FPS-PDA). The final prototype, InteractionPro, was built for the Expert Evaluation of 

the new interaction, namely Gesture Interaction. This prototype is a mini 3D FPS game 

engine built specifically for PDA devices, which compares both the newly designed and 

existing interaction systems. It was developed for the Dell x51 v PDA with the help of 

the .Net Compact Framework 2.0 and Mobile DirectX, using C# as the programming 

language. 

The main aim of this study is to enhance the playability of games on current standard 

PDA devices. The newly designed interface more effectively leverages current 

well-established devices, which solves the problem of rapidly and accurately executing 

a large number of gaming commands. The outcomes of this research are beneficial for 

interface design of mobile applications. 
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1 Introduction 
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1.1 Introduction 

With the hdp of thc fPS Uame Engin~'s f"-st dewlopmcnt, 3D FPS games hav.: 

bcrome \.:ry f",puiar On d.:sktops. Successful games, such as th.: DOOI'>! serics amI 

Quak~ scri~s, not only stimulal<;' the dewlopmem ofthc gaming software market, bUI 

also greatly help the <k\"Clopm~nt of a ll kind, of compul<!r hardware. Regrettabl )', \hes.: 

kinds of games, with th.: .:xception of unofl"icial gam.:s ,,·hich ha'e be.:n pon~d to 

I'DAs (QuaJ...dCF by Rioux. D<.,omGL by Rysscn). do not aist On rDAs. 

D~spit~ thc .PDA's hardwar<, limitatiolls, inlera,'li(ll1 in pbying PDA gJm~s IS vcry 

difficult to work with for most game dcvelopel"'" d~sign<!rs and players. Due to th.: 

nature of rOA input, executing commands in gaming is s.:y.:rdy restrictcd by Ih.: s\)'l u, 

po;:n and its limited set of buttons. Other prohlems. such as US<'l" fatigu.: du.: 10 hoi<.ling 

thc PDA. difficultics in coordinmion when p<'TfiJnning multiple commamls 

simu!tmwously and ",strict<,d <.Camera moyem.:m, were found in Chapl~r 3.3. Th.:s.: 

problem, pr<,sent an interesting chalkng.: not just to fPS playas. bill also S<!rVe a, an 

.:xtrcm~ wst case for ncw interaction t.:chniqucs for <:ontroliing and int':rllcting wilh 
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complex information on a PDA screen. 

Since the power of mobile hardware has received sufficient attention oflate [1,2,3], 

PDA devices such as the Dell x51 v are now capable of rendering simple 

three-dimensional (3D) environments. Based on this, a 3D FPS game engine prototype, 

InteractionPro, written in C# was created from scratch and built to study this new 

interface design for 3D PDA gaming, which we term Gesture Interaction. This 

prototype affords a comprehensive investigation of Gesture Interaction through the 

help of the .Net compact framework 2.0 and Mobile DirectX. It is also the first C# FPS 

game on a mobile device, showing both the efficiency and quality of this novel 

combination. 

This research area, which focuses on the interaction design for a complex interface 

especially on mobile devices, is quite new. Documents and references about it are 

correspondingly scarce. All the tests, analyses, designs, programs and evaluations are 

original and implemented following a user-centred methodology. 

1.2 FPS games and Mobile Device Hardware 

According to iResearch 2005 China Mobile Game Research Report], the number of 

global mobile game users was 290 million in 2005 and is expected to reach 1.03 billion 

in 2008. Various games for mobile devices have been built to meet the requirements of 

this huge mobile game market. Most of these are 2d games with simple interaction. 3D 

games are rarely found on mobile devices. 

Slow hardware performance is one of the significant reasons hindering the 

development of mobile 3D games. The 3D processing ability, especially on cell phones, 

is still very limited although there have been quite a few mobile devices with integrated 

3D accelerator chip sets such as the Nokia N-Gage. The PDA, Dell x51v which is 

currently the most powerful 3D processing mobile device in the market, is still not able 

I 2005 China Mobile Game Research Report 
http://english.iresearch.com.cn/reports/MVAS/detailreports.asp?id=7476 
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to run Quake3CE smoothly on the Windows Mobile 5 (WM5) platfonn. The Quake and 

Doom series are the only FPS games currently available on PDA devices. Further, these 

were ported from desktop Personal Computers (PC) and not directly designed for 

mobile devices. This illustrates the fact that there has been very little original 

development effort for implementing FPS games specifically for PDA devices. 

1.3 Current interaction styles and problems 

Interaction problems often occur when a game is designed for one interface and later 

ported to a device with a different one. These problems become even more serious for 

FPS games such as DoomGL and Quake3CE, which require more complicated 

interaction. Both DoomGL and Quake3CE have very similar interaction styles; even 

the most basic interaction events such as 'Looking and Moving' and 'Firing' are the 

same. In these games, users can control the Avatars viewpoint by sliding the stylus pen 

over the screen. The avatar in the scene is moved by pressing the directional buttons on 

the bottom of the PDA interface. 'Firing' is triggered by pressing the Return button 

which is surrounded by the directional buttons. The other four Hotkeys on the PDA are 

nonnally assigned for the advance functions such as 'Menu', 'Select', 'Map', etc. The 

number of available buttons on a PDA that can be linked to user commands is far less 

than most FPS games require. For instance, in Quake3 Arena, there are a total of 

twenty-two commands for 'Moving' and 'Shooting', eleven of which are commonly 

used. Unfortunately, there are only nine buttons available on nonnal PDA devices (four 

directional buttons, one Return button and four hotkeys). Each button is usually 

dedicated to a single command; therefore, only nine commands are implementable on 

the PDA device while playing FPS games. This limitation severely affects the 

FPS-PDA playability. 

Besides the aforementioned problems, users find it inconvenient, inefficient and tiring 

to play FPS-PDA using the current interaction style. Details of current interaction 

problems will be described later in this paper. 
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1.4 Significance of Research 

Computer games, especially FPS games on desktop PCs have lead to the development 

of computer hardware because of the demand for better game performance and image 

quality. Many FPS games have become the standard test applications for testing the 

configuration performance of PC hardware, such as Quake III, Doom3, etc. This has, 

however, not happened on mobile devices. 

The main aim of this study is to take advantage of current well-established devices and 

input systems to execute large numbers of commands so as to enhance the playability of 

PDA games. It may help the design of mobile device interaction that requires multiple 

functions to be applied simultaneously, such as 2D mobile games and other 

applications. 

We hope that this kind of research will stimulate the game market for PDA devices, 

which may lead to the stimulation of FPS game engines, the development of PDA 

hardware, software and applications, similar to the development of desktop PCs in 

response to FPS games. 

1.5 Scope and Objectives 

This research is intended to develop new interaction methods for FPS games on PDAs. 

It focuses on the interaction of FPS games rather than other game types, for the 

following reasons: 

1. FPS games typically involve complex interaction that demands a high degree of 

co-ordination between both the keyboard and mouse input systems. 

2. FPS games have had a great impact on the development of both PC hardware and 

software. 

Research by H. Korhonen and E. Koivisto [4] shows that during the heuristic evaluation 

of mobile games, situations where playability heuristics violate the usability standards 

happen quite often. Although this study focuses on the investigation of the interaction 
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system, both the usability and playability [4, 5, 6] of the new interaction system were 

considered so as to minimize problems. The mechanics of how an immersive and rapid 

game (an FPS in this case) can best be played on a standard mobile device is at the heart 

of this research. 

Other elements in the FPS game engine such as 3D rendering and collision detection, 

were essential for building the prototypes, though they in themselves were not the 

object of this research. 

1.6 Research Questions 

PDA interaction, especially in gaming, can hardly compare to the desktop PC because 

of the structural differences between the desktop PC and PDA devices. The only 

comparable interaction interface of a FPS-PDA is that of DoomGL, which resembles 

the style of button pressing. Based on this, the research questions are as follows: 

1. How does the newly designed Gesture Interaction system compare with the 

traditional button pressing interaction style in playing FPS-PDA? 

2. What is the subjective feeling most players have towards the new interaction style? 

1.7 Methodology 

This research was implemented drawing from Jones and Marsden's [7] three outcomes, 

which are: 

• Understanding users 

• Developing prototype designs 

• Evaluation 

To understand the users, background research on traditional interaction practices of 

FPS games on desktop PC's was conducted. An application named InteractionLog was 

built to help this investigation. The primary goal of this was to examine user behaviour 
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whilst playing FPS games and develop a new interaction style that would support play 

on PDAs. 

In this research, a computer-based low-fidelity prototype and a fully-functional 

prototype [8] were implemented as the best combination to evaluate the usability of the 

new interaction design in a low cost approach. The low-fidelity prototype is a Flash 

application while the fully-functional one is a real PDA 3D application, namely, 

InteractionPro . 

The evaluation of the proposed interaction style is a new research area. Traditional 

heuristic evaluation [9, 10, 11, 12], which is used for formal software applications 

cannot be applied to electronic games, because electronic games have different design 

considerations and usability issues. Interaction design in mobile games is very different 

from a normal application interface design [13, 14]. 

Korhonen and Kovisto's [4] guidelines for heuristic evaluation of "Game Usability" 

were chosen for application to this research. They are: 

GU6: "Navigation is consistent, logical and minimalist" 

GU8: "Game controls are convenient and flexible" 

This choice was made because the experiment was intended to evaluate the interaction 

system solely, instead of the entire game. Two other guidelines were also used to 

conduct the evaluation: 

I. The level of challenge and entertainment that the user obtains from the new 

interaction 

II. The level of the user's overall satisfaction with the interaction. 

These criteria were added since the ultimate goal of playing games is to be challenged 

and have fun, which means the process of achieving tasks must not be too straight 

forward [4]. 

These guidelines were assessed through both objective experimental results and the 
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user's subjective experience. Objective data that logged all the tester's movements 

whilst running the application was recorded into an XML file. The data recorded 

includes the time the user spent on the different stages, the number of times each button 

was pressed, how long each key was held and the mouse movement rate. The 

application, InteractionAnalysor, was built to help investigate the objective data. The 

user's subjective results were evaluated by heuristic evaluation. 

Analysis of FPS desktop interaction 

New interaction design and Flash prototype 

Real PDA prototype implementation 

Figure 2. the five stages of the research. 

1.8 Overview of the Dissertation 

Subsequent chapters reVIew related work and describe the interaction design 

methodology used and results obtained. 

Chapter 2 describes the background and the current situation of game development on 

PDA devices. 

Chapter 3 depicts the investigation of how users play FPS games on desktop PCs and 

the new interaction system design. 

Chapter 4 depicts Gesture Interaction on the fully-functional PDA prototype. 

Chapter 5 introduces the implementation of InteractionPro. 
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Chapter 6 presents the evaluation of Gesture Interaction. 

Chapter 7 reports on the conclusion of the experiment and the study. 
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2 Background study 

Ihis chapter describes tbe history or Frs gam~s On d~sktop PC's, the devdopm("nt of 

the PDA's hardware, games and inkraction s)'stem: anJ Ih~ toob used for 

implementing the high lidelity pmtotype. This summary serws to belp the r~<Ider 

unJ~r:;tand Ib~ ba~kground or this r~se<ln;h topi~. 

2. 1 FPS game history on desktop pes 

Sinc(" the 'revolutionary' DOS game Woltcnskin 3D (Wo lD D). whkh was creat~J by 

id Software and publi:;hed by Ap')gee Software, ""'as released on the 5th of 'V\a)' 1992, 

fPS game~ h,i\'e be<:om~ \\ ild l)' popular. This i:; due to the stmng sense of presence r 15. 

16, 17 1 such gam("s offer tbe players. 

L<lter Oil. with the su~ces:;t'ul relea:;e ofFPS game:; such as Doom. Quak(" Ill. etc. Frs 

gam~s began to be ~onvert~d from 20 to tru~ 3D, hen now. FPS g~s are de\'e loping 

so fastthar the)' are oot only puplliar on the desktop PCs; most gam~ proJu<:ers abo 

rd("ase thdr new I' PS games ti"r the Xbox or Plu}.stmion platforms. sU(:h as Call of 

Out}, 4. Unr~al Tournament 3. ~tc_ Tb~se gam~s ar~ be<:oming more and more 

complicat("d in all aspects due 10 powerful hardware support. I'or ("xampk some visual 

effects. sueh as high dyn<lmi~ rang~ (HOR). whi <:h a de~ade ago. were ~ons i dered to be 

avai l a bl~ on!v in movie dfects are now being rendered r("a listiwlly in ("vcl")day 3D . . 

sc("n("s. 

Wotfenmin 3D I tqn) 
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Quake III (1999) 

L~II of 1)"11 4 (2(~17) 

Figure 3. S.'<o",hOl' of Ih, ••• la"i<~1 FP" j!.amt"' 

2.2 PDA development 

2.2.1 PDA games 

Mobile games hm'e bcen dcveloping since the release of the first POAs. I'DA device~ 

"ere initially design<:d lilT husiness us~. The games on th<:se devk<:s wer~ supposcd to 

he 11m and relaxing for businessmen to pia) with while on the road. Mosl 01' thes<: 

games have simpk tasks and are eusy to marlipulate. With the development of oth~r 

harldhdd game consoks. sl.lCh as the Pla)Slation Ponabk (PSP) hy Sony Computer 

Enterlainment2004. and the Kintcndo OS (KDS) h) Nintcndo 200..\. the hardware arid 

games industry on mobile dc, iecs has improwd significantly. No'\'adays pJayer~ dcsire 

more than just simple 2D garllCS on mobik dcviccs. As the power of mohile complllers 

and PDAs has improwd. 3D rDA games have started 10 appear on th<: market. For 

eAample games ,ueh as loy (jolf by Fathammcr 200..\ and GeoRally EX hy 

LonFx-S1Udios 2005 ha\<: b<:en d<:'dop<:d. Th<: rendering specd in thcse games is 

l'apahle of running at mOre lhan fifteen frames per s~cond {FPS} on the De1l50/51v. 
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However, the interaction system in these games still remains a problem. 

2.2.2 PDA's interaction 

The stylus pen is the standard input device on PDA devices nowadays. The stylus 

together with a graffiti hand-writing system provides a gesture recognition interface 

and solves the problem of effective text input. With the help of the four hotkeys, four 

directional buttons and one confirm button, users are able to manipulate the PDA's 

normal applications smoothly. Although the convenience and efficiency of this input 

system cannot compare to that of the desktop PC, it provides users with an appropriate 

way of entering text, surfing the web and taking notes. 

Game playing is very different from operating common windows applications. A large 

number of games have complex interaction which demands a high degree of 

collaboration between both keyboard and mouse input systems. The initial 

investigation of this research (Chapter 3) shows that it is very difficult to play these 

games using only the nine buttons and stylus pen in a traditional button pressing way on 

PDA devices. For instance, in playing GeoRally Ex on a PDA device, the user cannot 

make the race car accelerate and tum left at the same time, which violates the intention 

of 'accelerating while turning'. This is because the user is not able to simultaneously 

activate two directional buttons. 

The problem of interaction in FPS games is much worse than for car racing games, it 

involves many more commands and more complex user-interface coordination. A new 

interaction design is proposed in this thesis to solve these problems. 

2.3 Mobile Direct3D and C# 

The high-fidelity prototype built for the research of this study is compiled for the Visual 

Studio .Net 2005 (C#) platform. The 3D API it implements, uses Mobile Direct3D, 

which was released with Windows Mobile 5 by Microsoft in the end of 2005. It is a 

mobile device implementation of the desktop computer's Direct3D API. It was 
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developed based on DirectX 8, though it includes some of the characteristics of Direct X 

9. 

For the purpose of this research, 3D rendering speed is not that crucial for the final 

prototype, so long as the motion in the 3D scene is sufficiently smooth. It was necessary 

to implement the prototype quickly to meet the research schedule. C# in the .Net 

Framework facilitates advance programming than C++ in that it helps developers focus 

on logic more than resolving basic programming issues such as memory management. 

Therefore, the Mobile Direct3D and .Net Compact Framework 2.0 in C# was chosen as 

the development platform due to its convenient and powerful characteristics. 
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2.4 Summary 

This chapter shows that FPS games have made a significant impact on the development 

of the desktop personal computer, which in tum enables these games to be more and 

more realistic with the support of more powerful computers. Unfortunately, this 

synergy has not occurred on PDA devices. Executing commands in gaming is severely 

restricted by the stylus pen and its limited set of buttons. This severely affects the 

playability and the development of PDA games. A new interaction system design is 

needed to meet the requirements for playing mobile games. For the purpose of 

developing and evaluating the new interaction system, the Mobile Direct3D and .Net 

Compact Framework 2.0 in C# was chosen as the development platform due to its 

convenient and powerful characteristics. 
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3 Investigation and Design 

This chapler Ji<;Cll~<;eS the i nvesligalion of user behavj our "hi] sl playing FPS gmnes on 

desktop pes and current int("raction prohlcms with playing FPS games on rDA Je\'i~es. 

After analysing these probkms, an initial interaction design was proposed and 

e\'alumed using a i<l,,-fidelily prototype. 
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3.1 InteractionLog and Behaviour Investigation 

3.1.1 Primary Goal of the Investigation 

When it comes to the usability evaluation of games on mobile devices, Korhonen and 

Kovisto [4], recommend that the function keys (the buttons which control the specific 

game commands) should be consistent and follow standard conventions (e.g., the keys 

'W', 'S', 'A' and 'D' are conventionally used for moving 'Forward', 'Backward', 'Left' 

and 'Right'). However, for FPS games there are no "standard conventions" on a PDA. 

Therefore, the first goal of this research is the development of such conventions. In 

order to do this, users behaviours whilst playing FPS games were examined, and then 

effective interaction conventions were developed which best support those behaviours. 

To examine user behaviours, in particular relating to the keyboard and mouse (these are 

the only input systems in FPS games on Desktop pes), these questions were 

formulated: 

1. What keys and mouse buttons are most frequently used when playing a game? 

2. How often are these keys and buttons used during the game? 

3. How are these keys and buttons used together? 

4. What is the relationship of the actions executed by these keys and buttons? 

The answers to these questions refined the range of the users' behaviours and offered a 

better understanding of the most important functions in FPS games. These results were 

very helpful for designing the new interaction conventions. 

To answer these questions by manual observation is not easy and can often be 

inaccurate. Therefore, the InteractionLog software was built to help capture the results 

precisely and objectively. 
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3.1.2 Introduction of InteractionLog 

InteractionLog is a .Net windows application which was originally built to help 

investigate user behavior whilst playing FPS games on desktop PCs. It logs interaction 

events of the keyboard (key presses) and mouse (button clicks and movement rate) in 

the background while the player is playing an FPS games. These keys and buttons are 

the function commands used in FPS games on desktop PCs. All these user interaction 

events are recorded in an XML file which is intuitively visualized; this visualization 

can be performed instantaneously while the game is being played or offline, to reduce 

lag on the game and for future reference. The visualization, as shown in Figure 5, helps 

with the analysis and understanding of the relationships between different interaction 

events. 

3.1.3 Implementation of InteractionLog 

Counter-Strike 1.5 was the FPS game chosen for the test. It is one of the most popular 

FPS games in history, and most FPS game players are familiar with it. Ten volunteer 

Counter-Strike players with varying degrees of expertise were contacted and had the 

InteractionLog installed on their machines. After one week, their log files were sent 

back for the further investigation. 

Action commands vary from FPS game to game, but basic functions are common 

across most games. These common interaction actions are divided into four main types 

according to their characteristics: 

a) Avatar movement 

b) Camera movement 

c) Aiming and Firing 

d) Advanced Function Commands (e.g., triggering events, changing weapons, etc.) 

These actions are highlighted in different colours in the visualized plot. For instance, 
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avatar moves are shown in green, camera moves (mouse move rate) in blue, 

MouseButton events in red, EventTriggers in blue and WeaponChanges in purple. 

3.1.4 Work Flow of InteractionLog 

The Figure 6 illustrates the work flow of InteractionLog. This application consists of 

two modules. The left module is in charge oflogging the data from the testing computer, 

compressing the results and sending them to us. The right module shows the 

visualization of the XML data result. Based on these two modules, the InteractionLog 

offers an efficient way to help the investigation of the users' behaviors whilst playing 

FPS games on the desktop PCs. 

l Log into Array J l Open XML I 

l Draw up data J l Read XML& Draw UP J 

[ Save to Bmp+ XML J 

l Convert XML To BMP I 

[ Compress XML & Email I 

Figure 6. The work flow of InteractionLog 

3.2 Data Analyses 

As can be seen in Figure 5, there are many time sections (episodes) where the red, green 

and cadet blue segments overlap. This means players often engage in the first three 

activities simultaneously (moving the avatar, moving the camera and firing). This 

situation frequently occurs when the player intends to dodge opponent's fire and shoot 

back. Whilst the choice of weapon did affect the exact pattern of usage (e.g. an assault 
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rifle is used in a completely different way to a sniper rifle), the simultaneity of the 

actions remained. Many such episodes can be seen in Figure 5. Clearly, the PDA 

solution must support moving, firing and camera actions that can be executed 

simultaneously without interfering with each other. 

The two most common activities observed were those of firing and moving. Again, the 

plot in Figure 5 shows 42 shots fired and 15 separate avatar movements inside the 30 

second period. Solutions must make such actions rapidly accessible. 

Finally, the advanced function commands, such as weapon changing, happened in 

isolation, which means they can be supported in a less direct fashion. 

3.3 Evaluation of DoomGL Interface 

3.3.1 Interface of DoomGL 

How is the interface of existing PDA FPS games structured? One of the most popular 

games in this genre is DoomGL. Looking at the online reviews for this software does 

not make for encouraging reading: 

"On the other hand, the control scheme is plain awful and this is one of the first 

handheld titles where customizable controls don't really let you customize much at all. 

Working across Toshiba, HP and Viewsonic handhelds, none oj the controls really Jeel 

right. There are too many useJul Junctions left to the virtual keyboard.,,2 

This is hardly surprising when one looks at the control choices made by the game 

designers. 

2game-over.net review 
http://www.game-over.netlreviews. php?page=handreviews&id= 146 
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Figure 7. Controls for the PDA version of Doom 

As can be seen in Figure 7, the avatar movement is controlled by the D-Pad and the 

shooting is controlled by the button in the centre of the pad. All camera movement is 

controlled by the stylus. This will almost certainly lead to problems as these actions 

(moving avatar, moving camera and shooting) occur at the same time. If one hand is 

holding the stylus, then the user is required to take their hand off the D-Pad to press the 

fire button. Moving the avatar and firing are now, effectively, mutually exclusive. 

To see if these predictions held, a brief user observation was run afterwards. 

3.3.2 Observed Play 

In order to gain some insight into how difficult it was to interact with an FPS game on a 

PDA, seven players were recruited to play DoomGL. All the recruits had played FPS 

games on the desktop, but none had played it on the PDA. A number of serious 

problems were observed: 

Users did indeed struggle to press the fire button whilst moving the avatar. The 

form-factor of the device required users to employ a single thumb for moving and firing, 

meaning that it was not possible to execute both actions simultaneously. This problem 

is serious since combined 'Dodging and Firing' are frequently necessary. 

Camera movement is overly restricted by the fixed size ofthe PDA screen. Unlike using 

a mouse on a large desk, the stylus movement range on the PDA screen is fixed and 

very limited. The fixed movement rate makes it difficult to balance between 

micro-adjustments (e.g., aiming at the target through tiny adjustments) and big-turns 

(e.g., to change the camera horizontal angle by 100 degrees). 
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Most users felt that their left hand was exhausted after playing DoomGL since they 

were holding the entire weight of the PDA in that hand. And the left thumb had to 

stabilize and balance the device. In DoomGL, the PDA has to be held in a landscape 

fashion, with the left hand solely supporting the whole weight of the device from the 

edge. This is more tiring than holding the PDA in a portrait fashion as it severely affects 

the stability of holding the PDA and fatigues the hand, wrist and arm. 

3.4 Initial Design and Flash Prototype 

From the observations, it was clear that better interaction techniques needed to be found. 

To develop an initial set of techniques, a design workshop with five designers, who all 

had at least two years worth of experience in designing applications for PDAs, was 

convened. This led to an initial Flash prototype which was then refined through an 

iterative process, in which users were observed playing the prototype and interviewed 

about their experience. 

3.4.1 Initial Design 

The initial goal was to separate out the avatar movement and firing controls. The 

approach was to remain with the D-Pad to control avatar movement but move the fire 

control to tapping on the screen with the stylus. The central button in the D-Pad is now 

used to activate the 'stroke drawing' functions. Pressing and holding down the button 

activated a 'gesture recognition' area, wherein gestures can be entered to access the 

various control functions (e.g., weapon change). One alternative to this design was to 

use the extra buttons on the PDA to give direct access to these features. However, the 

gesture system was chosen as (a) it did not rely on specific hardware buttons that may 

not be present on all devices and (b) it did not limit function availability to the number 

of buttons on the device. 

Firing: The initial idea is that the weapon fires at the point where the stylus is tapped. 
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This caused problems because the physical stylus obscured the target. To overcome this 

problem, 'auto' and 'manual' fire modes were created here. When the stylus is tapped a 

single time and the view ray hits the opponent, 'auto' fire mode is activated; this 

involves the screen panning to make the tap point the centre of the screen and, once this 

happens, the weapon will fire until the stylus is lifted from the screen. As an alternative, 

users could fire a single shot through the center of the screen by double-tapping 

anywhere on the screen. 

Gestures: Whilst the gesture recognition worked well, users wanted more immediate 

access to gestures. This resulted in removing the gesture mode to allow gestures to be 

written on the main screen. Also, the gestures themselves were simplified to allow them 

to be written more quickly. After the user observations, the strokes commands were 

settled on, as shown in the Table 1. 

Table 1. The description of the strokes 

Strokes Commands Description 

• Next Weapon Draw the stroke from left to right 

• Previous Weapon Draw the stroke from right to left 

I Jump Draw the stroke from bottom to top 

.J Event Trigger (Such as door Draw the stroke from top to bottom and 

opening, map view, etc.) turn to the left at the end 
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3.4.2 Flash Prototype 

Prototype Design 
o.,turo Impl,,,,,,matinll in 
Frs C,'\~ I F on PO \ 

flU/JlJ/I, 
0', ,.,,,'~.., , ...... ,."'''~. 
Lo~ .... u. ...... "" .... 
, -.< ,,~-""'''~,. 

Srri,,-,!'cn 
~ ..... T"" . ' .. "'~O .". J_.., H """, 
"' .... T .. " •• _'" ... ~ ... ,,~. 
~-" Tor ~ " .. ,_"' .......... , 
,>", - " 

A compllter-based low-fidelity r 81 protolype which presents the new interaction design 

was huilt before implememing the real rDA high-Gddity [8J prololyp". This prolOtyP<' 

was built lIsing Flash on th,; desk10p. The aim orthis prntot}pc was 10 validate the main 

<:oncepl or lh~ new interrace through comments. It was also meant to evaluate other 

maior llsabilit\ isslles such as unclear meanings, graphical reprcscmation issues and . . 

appropriate posilioning of inl~rface ekmems. Otll<'r issu~s like physkal handling and 

operation, <:omparison with other similar prooucts and pcrformance-relalcd issues" ere 

e'aluat~d h~' the Gnal PDA rull~' runetional high-fidelity prototype, 

Due to lhe funelional limilations of flash. the Flash prolOl: P<' only simulales tho; 

inlCrfacc and the n~'\vly designed im~raction mdhod but notlhe game. Ii lS nOl lilll} 1 D 

and 3D effects an' simulatcd b} panning. The functions of the flash prototype are: 

I. The motion or Ihe a\'atar's camera view is simulated by sliding the background 

picture around in a Slxcific mng~. Th~ bockgrnund, the machine gun and the enemI' are 

impkm~nt~d using pictures from Quake Jjl. 

2. The actions for 'Walking l'orwardlBa<:k' ,md 'Shining to tm, LdVRight" ar~ 

implemented hI' /ooming and sliding the background picture around. 
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3. The 'Firing' effect is simulated through the 'Firing Gun' picture and a sound effect. 

There is no actual bullet, which means no collision detection had to be implemented. 

4. The motion, 'Manual Shoot' and 'Auto Aim & Shoot', are implemented. 'Manual 

Shoot' is triggered by double tapping on the screen. And 'Auto Aim & Shoot' is 

activated when the user taps the stylus pen on the virtual enemy which is surrounded by 

a green box in the scene. 'Auto Aim & Shooting' is intended to prevent users from 

tapping the touch screen excessively. However, the 'Auto Aim & Shooting' does not 

happen immediately after one has tapped onto the object. There is a short lag (about 0.5 

seconds) caused by the centre of the screen panning to the point tapped before shooting 

starts. This can result in the shot missing the target, if the object moves and is no longer 

in the position previously tapped during that 0.5 seconds. This strategy is designed to 

balance the challenge in 'Auto Aim & Shooting' mode. 

5. The 'Drawing Stroke' function is also simulated in the Flash prototype. 

3.4.3 Evaluation of the Flash Prototype 

Seven players who attended the test of DoomGL were used agam. They were 

introduced to this Flash prototype and explored it. According to the interview 

afterwards, all of the participants were pleased with the main conception of the new 

interaction design, which was: 

(a) Separating the functions 'Firing' and 'Moving' to two hands. 

(b) Optimizing the function of' Aiming and Shooting'. 

(c) Triggering the commands through the 'Stroke Drawing'. 

However, problems related to the interface were also found during the evaluation. For 

instance, 

(1) Users were not fond of the idea of putting the green frame around the enemy in the 

scene. This was intended to facilitate recognition of the target and tapping onto it. 

Unfortunately, users thought the green frame made the game too easy to play. 
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(2) It was suggested that the motion speed of the 'Camera Panning' which happens in 

the' AutoAim&Shooting' mode be increased. 

(3) Some of the players preferred to tap on the button-like commands to execute the 

functions rather than drawing strokes. 

These problems were practical, which might result in user's dissatisfaction with the 

new interaction system. Especially problem c) , which actually shows the uncertainty of 

user's acceptance of the Gesture Interaction. This leads to the further questions which 

were intended to be answered in the final high-fidelity prototype evaluation: 

Is the 'Drawing Strokes' mechanism rapid enough for FPS game-play? 

Do the players like this mechanism in the real enviroment? 

Does the 'Auto Aim and Shoot' mechanism work effectively? 

Are the strokes hard to learn? 

Is the device able to run the 3D application with so many interaction functions 

smoothly? 

3.5 Summary 

With the help of InteractionLog, the results from the investigation of the user behaviour 

on desktop PCs are clear and helpful. Based on these results, function commands 

common in most FPS games are divided into four categories. Problems with 

implementing these function commands were found through the observation of user 

behaviour whilst playing DoomGL on PDA devices. A new interaction system, Gesture 

Interaction, was designed and implemented as a Flash prototype. The evaluation of the 

Flash prototype shows that the main conception of the new interaction system is 

accepted by the users. However, there are still some questions that need to be answered 

by the fully functional prototype. 
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4 High -F idelity Prototype 

This ~hapt~r introduces the high fidelity prototype flueraclionPro, which has ocen 

d~,'dop<:d Jrom ,cratch" It also pr~scnts an o\"Crview of the DdJ x51 v d~\'ic~ on which 

th~ prototype was implemented. 'J he emphasis of the clrupter is on th~ int~r<lCtion ami 

stage d~sign required for this protot) pe 

4.1 rnA Dell x51v Introduction 

hgurt y, Ph oto of {~t P[)A lkll A.,in! ~51\ 

The Ddl Axim x51 family, which are x51 Lo\\·eml (x51 Low), x51 Miu-eml (x51 Mid) 

and the x51 v high-end (x5l,), was rele<l,~d on Sepkmher 2()()5 h)' Ddt l.ike mo,l 

standuru PDA ue,ices, Dell Axim x5 1 v is equipped with a stylus pen and cleven 

fUil';tion hunons. These buttons are: 

Four directional buttons on tlllO Direction-Pad (D-Pad) whIch is in the middle bouom of 

the d~vic~ 

One 'Return' huuon which is in the center ofth~ D-pad 

four hotke" huttons locakd at the bottom, which arc speeific for: 'Home Page', 'Mail 

Box', ·Contact List' and ' Caknu<lr' 

r"o len side hlluons which are for 'Wireless On/Olr. 'R~<:onler' 

One 'Power Switch' hullon in the top center ofth~ device 
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In addition to these, the x51 v has the following features according to the device manual: 

3.7" VGA LCD screen which is around 2.22"x2.96" with a resolution of 480*640, 

Intel XScale Processor running at 624MHz 

256 Intel StrataFlash ROM with 64MB on-board RAM 

An independent Intel 2700G 3D accelerator & video decoder chipset integrated 

with 16 MB video RAM 

Microsoft Windows Mobile 5 operating system (WM5) which supports Mobile 

DirectX and .Net Compact Framework v2 

The built in 3D accelerator chipset Intel 2700G ensures that this x51 v device is more 

capable of running 3D applications than other mobile devices which do not have one. 

To confirm this, a 3D application test between HP iPaq 4700 and Dell Axim x51 v was 

executed. In the mean time, this experiment revealed further details of the x51 v device, 

which greatly helped the further programming on this device. 

HP iPaq hx4700 is also a very powerful PDA device in the market. It has the same 

processor, same size of the RAM and the same resolution of display as the x51 v. Its 

graphic chipset is the ATI Imageon 2300, 2MB memory with no 3D accelerator. 

The test application was a sample program from the Managed Direct3D Mobile 

Samples by Microsoft. A minor modification was made in the sample code so that extra 

3D objects could be imported into the sample application. These extra models were a 

cuboid skybox, a grass plane and a 3D cottage model which is in the 'md3dm' format 

supported only by Mobile Direct3D. Instead of using the single texture model bundled 

with the sample application, the new 3D scene contains 213 vertices and 16 textures, 

which was intended to simulate the same complexity required by the final prototype. 

The results of the experiment were assessed by the Frames Per Seconds (FPS) detector 

which was embedded in the sample code. The higher the score, the faster the 3d scene 

can be rendered. The following figure shows the result. The PDA on the left is the HP 

hx4700 and the one on the right is the Dell x51 v. 
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Hl' h,,47oo Dell xSlv 

-1,55 2~.25 

Figure 10. Tile Ie,! ofl!>e JJ) JlCrform.ne.: Ill' h,~ 700 on lh. left, I)ell ,51" on Ihe right. The 

anra~e frome' (><" ,"cllml, ..-e ,hm,n in the ,"hie. 

This shows clc~rly that th~ 3D ~apubihli~s or Ihe"-' two devi~es ar~ nol e\'en on Ih~ 

sum~ k"d, 3D games are definitely not playable on a de\ic~ \\hich runs the game at 

Ie,s than 5 fmm~s per second. As th~ Dell x51\' i, th~ onl;. rD" on the market thai ha' 

a 3D accderalor. it be<:ome' lhe oll!y choice for the research prototype impkmentation. 

In iwdilioll 10 lhar, the powerful development pl~tfolTIl. Vi,ual Studio ,Net 2005 and 

'vIobile DireeGD c~n help ,peed up Ihe de\'dopm~nl 01" Ih~ tina! pmtot;.pe_ 

4.2 Protot)'PC Introduction 

The final high-fiddity prolOl;.pe is a 3D FrS game-like awlicmion called 

inieracrionPro. which is implemented ,pccificully for the Dell ;>;51 \'. It was de'doped 

in Visual Studio _l\et2005 tCiI) .. 1\et Compact Framework ,2, Ilu,e, Mobile Dir~et3D 

us th~ 3D API. 

The aim of this prot01;.pe wa, to evaluate the novel inkrfuce design offPS gam~, on 

rDA dnlc~ s_ The approach i, to compare lhoo result, ortwo dillh~nt interaction style, 

by implementing lh~m through u ""ries or stag~s_ These two ditTercnt interactions 

modes arc: 
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Interaction A ('Doom' mode). This mode uses a traditional button pressing interaction 

style. 

Interaction B (,Gesture' mode). This mode uses the newly designed interaction style 

which involves 'Stroke Drawing' and 'Stroke Recognition' and an optimized set of 

commands. 

Once the application launches, users have to choose one of the two interaction styles. 

The selected style will be used in all stages of the game (a user cannot switch between 

the styles once the game starts). 

There are a total of four stages in this application. These four stages are designed for the 

purpose of testing different interaction aspects, specifically: 'Moving and Jumping', 

'Shooting', 'Moving and Shooting' and 'Function Execution'. Objective data that 

logged all the tester's movements whilst running the application was recorded into an 

XML file. The data recorded includes the time the user spent on the different stages, the 

number of times each button was pressed, how long each key was held and the stylus 

movement rate which logs the pixel distance of the stylus pen on the touch-screen at 

intervals of SOms (pixel differenceISOms). The recorded objective data is used for 

evaluation and validation. 

The mini 3D game engine involved in this application was created from scratch. Unlike 

traditional game engines, which are trying to make the game attractive and fun, the aim 

of this mini 3D game engine is to help investigate the new interaction system in a fast 

and effective way, which includes: 

• Fast and effective prototype development according to the research schedule 

• Meeting the requirement of the interaction evaluation 

Therefore, this mini engine consists only of three components: graphics, logic control 

and interaction control as showed in Figure 11. 
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I 
\10001 R".uC!i,,~ B~i' M'"'l'uhl ioo I 

(I 
Lo"l R<nd"in~ C"lli>.,,, RLCcl;,,,, I 

1'..-1"" l',,,d<rill~ Milici. llntclligm" I 

Fi~lJ~ I l Th e g.",. ~n~i"" of Im eractionl'ro 

As lh~ pmI'o,!; orlh" prololyP<''' di llh~nl from <Ill)' oth"r fPS games. this mini 3D 

engine is not based on any existing FPS game cngin<;>. To achi ~\, ~ lh~ main tasks oDD 

sc~n~ g~n~rali<ln, r~mkring ami collisioJllkt<,dion. th~ BSP map format. which is used 

in Quake llL is implemented in this prototype. 

'111~rdor<:. the most chalknging task ill the development of this protolyp.:, is th", , "t'. I'm 

Ih", firs i !im~. of C# ami Compact ,\ld fram<,work to implem~1111h" rendering of USP 

map on a v..,'indows \Iobi lc platform. 

Til<; proc~ss or lnlpknl<;lliing lh~ prololyp'" look six monlhs 

4.3 Interaction Design of th e PDA prototype 

4.3.1 Intera ction A 

Interaction A r Doom' mod",) N!sicall ~' lI't;S Ih", lrad itional bUlton pressing style. Figure 

I ~ sho,"" lh~ distrih ution of the function commands on (he PDA dt;vict; 
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Figure E 2. Com.,and d;,tribuliou nr inleradinn ... nn the I'OA de. i<e. 

The UVUlur', movemell1 is cOll1rolled by {he Dir~~tional Pad (O-Pad) with up and 

down moving the avatar fnf\\anh and hadw~rds, ~nd left and right moving it from side 

to side. 

The 'Firing' button is located in {he miudle of the O-Pad. lhis i~ b.:eause til<' 

di>lan~e he\\\~en -Firing'und 'Moving' buttons ,holild he lh", ,horte,t as it is {he secnnu 

most frequently u~cd command (a;; leam",d from the Chapter 3). 

Th", ".!llmp· hlilwn is on the len and next!O the D-pau_ The dire~lion of the 'Jump' 

is directly lipwards_ If the avalar is in!end",d to jump forward. the 'Jump' aelion ll<'",ds to 

be executed in combination with ''vIming Fomard'_ This characteristic shows that 

' Jlimp' h"llon should also be close 10 the directional h"l!on;;. For most Idl-handed 

people, it is easier!O pre,~ the b"no,,;; On th~ lell , ide to the D-Pad than those on the 

right silk. ,tnce, \\hile the POA d"'vi~e i, held by the left hand, lhe dislance hel\\e",n the 

left thlunh lO lhe left siue hutton~ is ,horl",r lhan for huttons on the right side. 

The ':\1ap Viev,;" bullon is on the far left. 

lhe buttons for 'Previous \\ieapon' and the "N",xt Weapon' are on Ihe right of the 

D-Pad 

Camera VJew IS controlled by the stylus pen. The avatar's view follo\\'s the 

movement nf{he styl"s pen (e.g .. lh", vie\\ tums to Ihe len when the stylus pen ,Iid",~ to 

" 
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th~ left on the screen). It le~ds the way for where thc aymar is facing and moving_ Th~ 

rang~ from 'Look LOp' to the' Look Dt1\\11' is limited to ,1.5 to 1.5 radians. This range 

pr"\'ents t1k confusIon of avatap; seeming to h~ up,,,]e,OO\\TI. 

4.3.2 Interaction B 

Interaction B (·(JCSlUIT' mode) uscs the newlv designed intcrface for 'stroke drawing'. 

Figure 13 shows the strokcs of the commands. 

- N ... "--- .,..;..u. 

1 
'"""'PO" ,., 

J "" w 
."' 

" .... "" .. h ..... ~ " 

C WNI>,n C 

Gesture Enable 

Figuro 13. the ~.SUlr< conTrot for inTCrOCTion B. 

J he trod, ofth . "rnh, on the ri~ht ",,-t f",m the h"td dot. 

This interaction ,tyle is haslcally the same as the one developed for the !lash PrototyflC_ 

Cam"ra control with the st> lus p~n is the same as in interaction ll. When thc 'Gesture 

Enable' button (the 'I{cturn' button) is pressed and held, strohs can be dr~wn on the 

whole screen. The recognition of th~ stroke and tbc ~xccll1ion of commands occurrs 

immediate1> once thc stylus pen is removed from the ~reen in th~ 'Gesture Enable' 

mode. 

·Auto aiilllllg & firing' ~nd ']l.lanuai Shoot' me implem~nt"d as th" ·Shooting' 

mech~nism in this inwract ion styk again in a similar fashion to the meChailisill in the 

Flash prololyP<'_ 

'Manual Shoot" is trigge!"("d by double tapping ~nywher~ on the screen. The ballet 
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is emitted from the center of the screen. 

• Auto Aim & Shoot' takes effect when the stylus pen is tapped on a drone in the 

scene and remains in effect as long as the stylus touches the screen. The center of the 

camera view pans to the tapped position and then starts shooting when the panning is 

finished. 

Only one button, the 'Return' button, is used in the new interaction style. Although the 

other four buttons can be assigned 'Hotkey' functions and this can greatly enhance the 

efficiency of this interaction style, they remain null so as to force users to employ the 

·Stroke Drawing' method to accomplish the mission, ensuring validity of the 

investigation of the newly designed interaction system. 

4.4 Design of Stages 

As has been described above, the aim of this application was to evaluate the novel 

interface design for FPS games on PDA devices. Therefore, design of the different 

stages should test all the interaction commands comprehensively. 

Previous research in Chapter 3 revealed problems with traditional 'button pressing' 

interaction, such as failure to execute large number of commands, inability to execute 

multiple simultaneous commands effectively (e.g., 'Firing' and 'Moving'), etc. New 

problems that might occur in the novel interaction system were also raised during the 

investigation of the low-fidelity prototype. Finding the answers to these problems is 

crucial to the evaluation of the new interaction. Based on understanding the FPS 

commands features which were derived from the research of the InteractionLog and 

Flash prototype, action commands are divided into the following categories. 

• Moving and Looking 

• Stationary Shooting 

• Moving and Shooting 

• Function Execution 
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~:::::::';;'C;C;,;,":":,;.;,,~":";,;";,,;:::::::=o,. 

Fi~ur. l-t. Th. fin" nf the differ.nt ,tag"', 

Onc~ th~ applicalion is launch~d, a dialogu~ hox Sh"'\,l~g 'S~I~Cl inl~raclion slyk AT 

pops up. This indicatcs which intcraction the wster is going to usc in suhscqucnt stages. 

' Interaction A' r~fers to 'Doom' mod~ and ' fl' r~f~rs lo 'G~slur~' mooe. 

TabJt 2 Tht nplanation oflho Inter.Clion Code. 

11IIerOCIion Code 

Doom 

B Ge,lure 
'----------' -

I M«hanism 

Hutton Pressing 

Slro~e Drawing 

lhi s application uses code 'A or rr instead of th~ n~m~ of Ih~ ill\~raction ,lyle or 

lll<'chani,m lhmughOlIl all the stages. I his is imcnd~d to a\'oid prcjudicing the 

~valu ... tion I'll' pr~v~nting th~ te,ters from hu\ing ~ny rreconc~plions aboul "hi~h is Ihe 

n~w~r i[1!~rlace. In particular. for FPS exj"lCrts. the \\ord 'Gestur~ ' i, definitdy mor~ 

moo~rn than Ihe word 'Doom'. 

Alkr an intcraction style is chosen, the gam~ sl~ns. 

y, 
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Stage 1, :">lo\;lIg alld 1.ookin g 

Figure 15. I ho firM-r<"on \ iow in tho ai,le 

In th~ first slJge. Ih~ most bask elements in FrS gum~s. ·Moving. Looking and 

.lumping', arc impkmented. The aim of this stage is 10 kst how Ih~ 8tyh.l8 m~~hJnism 

handles basic functions. 

j he stylus m~chanism uses the left thumb to control til(" movement of th~ ayatar by 

pre8sing th~ dir~<:lional bunons; meanwhile the right hand manag~8 the Ilt'Jding 

(Camera View Changing) by sliding the stylus pen on the touch screen. When the user 

intends to make a kft mrn, he must press Ih~ ',Yloyc Forv.'ard· button and slide the stylus 

pen to the left at the same tim~ instead ofpres~ing th~ 'kit" dir~dionul b"tlOn only. 

This is becJ"se the "Leh' direction bullon is designed for "Shifting to the leff, not for 

'Turning to the lcft'. 111is mechanism is uscd in both int~metion stylcs, so it is 'cry 

important 10 mJke sure thaI this medllUlism work ~ efficiently on I'DA devices. 
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Figur. 16. 1 he ,trnctn,.., of til. Inap in thi, 'tage. The SIal"! poinl i, on Ill. boUnm right and lb . 

termination is ou Ill. {OP left. in the ,,,,,>d.,, ,"<{ion. 

Th~ lask ol"this ,tage is to walk through a long series oj" corridor, by following the r~tl 

arrows intlicakd on th~ wall. jump over two bumps and arri\"C at th~ t~nninus as soon as 

possible. As figure 16 shows. the corridor includes 90 degree turns (I~ft/right). 180 

degr~e tmIlS (left/right) and ·V·i' bcntls. Th~re ar~ <lb" two bumps in the roUl~ Ihm 

r~'luir~ tho; t~skr, to ~X~~l.Ite a 'Jump' command. The mdhod or triggering a 'Jump' 

command is diff~rent in ~aeh inl~ rac tion system. and demonstmt~s th~ ~h<lr<lct eristics 

of the corresponding style. 'Jumping' in inknlCtion A is executed by pressing tho; 

'Rdurn' buUon, whi~h is located in the middle of the dir~dion<ll bl.lltons. 'Jumping' in 

intera~tion Ii is t ri gg~",d by drawing a ,troke from boltom to top Otl<;~ th~ 'RelUrn' 

button is held. 

In lilcL th~ 'Jump' command "'pre,ent, the only difference bd\\ ~~n tho; Iwo interaction 

styles in this stage. Therefor~. bc~i d~s th~ ~\<lluution of ';-"'\oving and l.ooking', this 

stage ai,,, compares the femmes and di tTcrenees of the 'Jumping' implementation in the 

The time that tester~ spent on nni~hing tho; route (th~ <lrrival at the terminal) was 

recorded. 
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Sla::~ 2: Slalion~r~ Shool iul; 

Figure 17. St.Uonar)" ,I,ooting of" I,it" <ul><, 

A 'Shooting' action consists of 'Camera Vkw Changing', 'Aiming AdJustmen( and 

·Firing·. Tho.; <11m of thi~ ~I.<!gc i~ 10 comp<lr~ tll<'~e "ction~, which <II'; v~ry different in 

th.; two interaction styles. The OCSt approach for a tcst that li.>cuses on th<;s.; b<l.';ic 

actions is to k~ep t~ avatar stationary.ksters were expected to be vcry familiar with 

these <lctions using Ihe Irudition<ll 'Button Pr~ssing' sl:Ie. In this style. 'Firing' is 

Irigg~r.;d by pr~ssing Ih~ 'Firing' buuon and' Aiming' and ·l.ook Around' ar.; hwldled 

by the sl~'lus pen, which is similar to t~ use of the mouse on de~ktop pes. In the ncw 

interaction style, these thr~e actions Ul"e coordin"t~d onl: by th.; stylu~ pen. 

There was <I d~b~l~ in \he beginning of de~igning the shooting mechanism about bm, 10 

Implement the 'shooting' action. I here was some suggestion that t~ action should be 

impkmented using t~ 'Wh:Jcking Gnom.;' method <1im:tly, "hich cun help \0 li.>cus 

the study on \h<; h<lsic ~hooling m.;chanism, although il is ruther simplistic. 'Whacking 

Gnomc' is a p"pular arcade game. The pb:er uses u h:Jmmer 10 \\h<!ck on the gnome's 

he<lds th<l\ pop out r<lndomly from the machine. With regard to FPS games, it mean~ 

once the user taps on to the target, the lUrgd i, consid~red 10 h<l''; iJt,.;n shot. Anoth.;r 

~ugg.;slion was \0 CreatC an ammunition system. with Different ammunition having 

different speeds. lh.; dron.; is con,id~red to iJt, shOl only "h~n it collid~~ "ith 11)<; 
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ammunition. This means that even if a user actually taps on the target and triggers firing, 

the ammunition may still miss the target due to the delayed arrival. Users need to 

predict the direction and the speed of the moving objects so as to collide the 

ammunition correctly. 

Most common FPS games on desktops such as Counter Strike, Doom and Quake have 

their own implementation of 'shooting'. For instance, in Counter Strike, an entity is 

divided into several parts with specific weight. The weight of the part will be lost once 

this part has been shot. When the total weight drops to a certain level, the entity is 

considered dead. This shows the trend of modem FPS games that 'Shooting' should not 

be as simple and straightforward as 'Whacking Gnomes' . 

Therefore, the second shooting mechanism is chosen in this study. This is because the 

new designed interaction system is intended to be used in a real game environment, not 

only for testing its performance on the basics. The result of 'Shooting' test can only be 

considered effective and valid in a relatively real gaming context. 

In this stage, there are ten 'Drones' (white cubes) randomly floating in front of the 

avatar. Once one of these 'Drones' gets shot, it respawns in another randomly generated 

position in front of the avatar. Users have to shoot twenty drones to accomplish this 

stage. 

While the 'Gesture' interaction style is selected, the user can choose to use the 

. AutoAim&Shooting' or 'Manual Shoot' to destroy the drones. Both of these shooting 

methods were introduced and explained to subjects before beginning, and they had to 

practice both of these shooting methods in a practice round of running the application 

under inspection. When it comes to the formal round, users were free to choose the 

shooting mode based on their own interests. 

The time that testers took to eliminate the required numbers of the drones was recorded. 
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Sta ge 3: Mo,·iog a nd Shooti n!!: 

Fig"'. 18. The first-person ,-iew in ,{age J. 

Situations in whkh players n~.:d to dodg.: and ShllOt simultiln':o{lsly happen very often 

in most FPS games_ Th~ d.:sign of lhis stage is intended to simulat.: this kind of 

situation. The actions taken in such situations are vety imcnsive. (iood coortlination 

bel\,·een 'Moving', 'Aiming' and ·Firing· are ~ssential. The main goal of this stage is 

!,:sllh.: perfonnance of the new interaction system in such intensive siluations 

lhis stage consists of a closed cuboid room. as shown in figure 19. This room IS 

divided into two s.:dions by a wall wilh a hok in lhe middle. Th.:re ar~ in lotal six 

dron~s (white cLlbcs) in lhe lar!!er section. There are four slalionary drones at lhe 

corners and two drones floating around randomly. Th.: n:d cub<: in th~ plot r.:pr~sents 

the starting position of the avalar. Ooce the avatar starts moving. the player is llO-'t 

allowed to stop for mon: than lwo seconds; otherwisc, the pla)cr will hc respawned at 

the starting position. The wall in this room blocks the avatar's direct vicw of the drones 

from the starting position. This requires that th.: us.:r moy.:. changing tltis stage from a 

. Stationary Shooting' slag~ to a . 'vim ing and Shootin!!· Sla!!c. 
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Fi~u ... 19. A (<lp_d,,,,,,, iew (]f,(a~e J. The ,·ed cnhe ... p~", nt' th. a,·a tAr', 'tarllng po,ilion. Th~ 

"hite cube, ue the dmne, "hich ue ,upp,,,,,d W he eliminated . 

. j he time that testers took to eliminate all the targets and the nllmi>er ortim~" the awtar 

wa" ,"",spawned ",as r~corded. 

Stag~ 4: Fum·tioD E~~cut iull 

In addition to th~ hasic ·Shooting· and ·Walking· actions, the interactions of advanced 

~onunand" 'uch as 'W~apon Changing' _ -Fvenb Handling"" ·\lcnu View'" ':Vlap View'. 

etc .. ar~ also part of the commands in I'PS games. Although these commands are Ie" 

nsed than 1m, b~sic conunands, ac~ording to the an~lysi" in the inleraclionLog section. 

they aH~ n~~6sary and crucial for enhancing (he game llsabilit~· and plu)ahility (~.g .. 

·\1ellU' is used to start the game). 

In order to pr~wnt the results from being alTect~ d by ad,~n~ed ~ommand". task design 

of the previous stages focused only on the comm~nds which were 10 be evaluuted. ["he 

~valuation of the advanced function commands is different from such basic function 

commands. 

""est me' mode can be used to execu(~ many more function command, than the ·Doom" 

mode, due to the unlimil~d pal1ern of strokes. all th~ other hund. the efficiency of 
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button pn:~,ing is ddinitdy mClch I"~~l~r lhan ~Irok<: dr<lwing, du<: to lhe extra time 

r~'luircd to draw a qroke. Jrrc:spcetiw of the spc~d or the nClmb~r or comm<lmis th<: 

int~raction style is capabk of. the ultimate purpose of this evaluation in PDA games is 

III lind out ,,·helller th~ play~rs lik~ and a..",eptth<: n~w inl~raclion styk whik playing 

the game, Th~rcfore, toc aim of this stag~ is 10 tcsttoc pcrlommn,<: ol"",x""uting Ih<:s<: 

functions in ~ proP<'r FPS game conlext. 

Figu,.11l. A Ulp-dm.n .i." ufth. rna,,,, i. ,t~g" 4. The whit" 'rot and gr •• n lin. on tho right 

huttom ropro,en! tho ., .tar', OUrr" nt p,"itiun (Marting p,,,i(jun) and heading d irection. 

Bawd on this, amaze wa, created for this stage, as sl\o"n in Figur<: ~O. Users h~\'e to 

lind thdr w<ly 10 lh~ -Exit' ilnd kill ~lllh<: dron<:s (each must b: kilkd \vith a specilic 

diff~r~nt weaponl_ Users can get hdp information by ~w,uting lh~ 'M~p View' 

command to ~e a top-down view oft~ maze. I'~ map ,hows toc slructure ol"the mij/<:_ 

tl~ location of the ' Exit', '/watar', 'Drones' and tl~ tyIX of the weapon to usc for 

killing th<: dron~s" 

Since the numocr of physical buttons on the PDA x51v is vcry limit~d, only four 

advunc~d funclion comm~nds iU:~ impkm<:nl~d in lhi~ st~g<:, which ~re 'M~p View', 

' Next Weapon', 'Prcvious \!.,'~apon' and ·Jump-. B,sid,s (his, in '(ics(ure' modc, lJ';crs 

can draw toc strok~s 'A' .'If:C ilnd 'D' in ~ gmffiti style to specify which w~apon 10 

us<: dir~ctly HlSleaJ or pr"sing thc ')\ ext' or ' Previous' \\ ~apon multipk times 

lh<: tim~ that ,,"~ers spenl in lhis stage was r~,nrd~d_ Th<:ir subje,tiv~ re~lings Illw~rds 

the interaction systems were captured by a qllestiormairc (Sec AppenJix A) anJ 

explain<:J during ~n inten·icw at tile cnd. 
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4.5 Summary 

With the help of 3D accelerator chipsets, the PDA Dell x51 v is able to render simple 3D 

scenes smoothly. A high-fidelity prototype was implemented on this device. The 

prototype allows users to run four stages of an FPS game using two different interaction 

styles. One of these interaction styles uses conventional button pressing, while the other 

uses the newly designed gesture style. The function commands from the four categories 

discussed in Chapter 3 should be tested comprehensively. The prototype was designed 

with this in mind; the four stages, which are 'Moving and Jumping', 'Stationary 

Shooting', 'Moving and Shooting' and 'Function Execution', involve performing all 

these commands in different situations. 
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5 Implementation 

This chapter discusses the implementation of the prototype. The main algorithms and 

technologies used in this prototype are BSP Trees, Collision Detection, Stroke 

Recognition and InteractionAnalysor. Although these algorithms and technologies are 

not the objective of this study, they are essential parts of the prototype implementation. 

5.1 Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) Tree Introduction 

Although PDA hardware has developed rapidly, its performance is still very limited 

compared to desktop PCs. A proper level in 3D games consists of thousands even 

millions of arbitrarily oriented polygons [18]. To render all these triangles is infeasible 

on the current generation of PDA devices. The Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) 

algorithm is the key to solve this problem in this prototype. 

The BSP tree is an efficient and popular algorithm for creating 3D scene. This 

algorithm was originally proposed by Fuchs et al. [19]. The goal is to solve the problem 

of hidden surfaces so as to draw a 3D scene more quickly. It recursively partitions the 

3D scene into a binary tree hierarchy. The subdivided space information is recorded in 

the tree nodes. These nodes and leaves can be traversed during real-time rendering to 

decide whether the polygons in the partition of the traversed nodes or leafs should be 

drawn. 

A reasonably balanced BSP tree can greatly improve rendering efficiency [18]. 

Nowadays, BSP tree has been used widely in 3D games, not only to speed up rendering, 

but also for the implementation of effective ray tracing and collision detection. 
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5.2 I mplementation of BSP in IlIleracl;ollPro 

TIl<' BSP moduk Irom Quake J[] was ported to ImeraclionPro. All the maps in the 

stages were created from the scrmch in Q3Radient by ld software. lhis le;·ej design 

application abo helps to compile the m<)del or the map into a BSP tree. "hich is a 

limnat that Quake III Can read. QlIake III inserts each pol~' gon ol'tk map into Ihe BSP 

tree, Each fl',lygon divides the spaec in which il is locmcd intn two regions. A different 

order of inserting the polygon>. which implies splitting up Ihe space dilJerentl), has an 

impact on Ihe ellkienc) orth~ nodes and children traversaL Tk basic rule thaI Quake 

III 1l,IIows is to set a reall) high priorit) on axial polygons. I he axial pol)gnns are the 

polygons "hose nonnal vecton; are aligned wilh one of the axes. Then. it will find 

planes that will split lip the ft'maining lIninserted JX,lyg'lllS the lea.st [20. 21,22,23]. For 

instance. Figure 22 show> the subdivision oflhe m:ue map in Stage--l. 

Fij!,ur< 22. The asp ,ubdi, i,ion of rhr m.," mop. G .... rn linr. rcpre.rnr BSr'plining plonr" 

As inreracfiol1Pro uses Mobile DiredJD and is "Titkn in ('II. (he module lilr iouding 

and r~ndering (he ESP map was rewritten. Althollgh the Quake 111 lIS~S OpenGL and 

was written in C I '. th~ basic method is similw- since tk structure oi'!he BSP map is the 

same uccording 10 the Unonicial Quake 3 II-lap Specs by Proudfoot. lhe structure of the 

BSP file contains the 17 cukgories (Lump) or!h~ map dUla. S~e Tahle 3, 
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Table 3. The structure of the BSP file in InteractionPro 

Index Lump Name Description 

0 Entities Objects such as md3 model file 

I Textures Texture Files 

2 Planes Al1 the planes in the map 

3 Nodes Nodes of BSP tree 

4 Leafs Leafs of BSP tree 

5 Leaf faces Lists offace indices (one list per leaf) 

6 Leaf brushes Lists ofbrush indices (one list per leaf) 

7 Models Rigid world geometry 

8 Brushes Polyhedra refer to the solid space 

9 Brush sides Surfaces of the Brush 

10 Vertexes Vertices in respect to the faces 

II Mesh verts Lists of vertices offsets (one list per mesh) 

12 Effects List of special effects 

13 Faces Surface geometry 

14 Light maps light map information 

15 Light vols Local il1umination information 

16 Visible Data Cluster-cluster visibility data 

One of the most helpful lumps in the structure is the last: 'Visible Data'. 'Visible Data' 

indicates which area ofthe map is visible, given the avatar position. Thus, the prototype 

only needs to render the visible polygons, which greatly reduces the rendering burden 

and enhances rendering speed. For example, there are in total 370 triangles in the maze 

map; Table 4 shows that only 81 triangles on average are actually rendered while the 

avatar is walking in the maze, which reduces rendering overheads by 78.1 %. The 

Number of triangles drawn varies from region to region. 
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T ~bl. 4. Differe"t "'gi"", of the n,." (light Green a",a) are re"d~red "b •• th. A,'at"' (R.d Spnt) 

i, in dill ... nt 

II capon A IIJca (12 triHllgb) " tunnci ( 116 trioogb) 

Effective collision detection is also aided by tbe I.lSP tree. According 10 tbe Quake 3 

BSP Colli~ion Detection b" Ostg~rd. each leaf of the Quake III BSP tree has a set of 

brushes whieh ~'" a~soei~t~d with ~ set of bmsh pbn~s. These bru~h planes are actually 

the walls. ,:eilings and noOl"s that the eol1ision detection is peliomled against in 

fnleruClionl'ro. 

Each node in Ihe HSP tree wntalnS a di\'iding plan", Whl~h rc~ursi\'el" splits th" sp~c~ 

until it results in a leaf with no ehildrm. Once it traverses to this oode, If it is IOlmd that 

th~ check~d lin" s~gment is not in this '"<'gion (nodel, it means there is no plane in this 

region (all of its sub nodes) that would collid~ with th~ lin" s"gm"nt. Th~n the lin~ 

segment being checked can traverse to the sibling oftbe node. Therefore. instead of the 

collision d~tection with allth" plane~ in th" sc"ne. the BSP tree (kereases the number of 

th~ pbn~~ whkh need 10 be deteded dramati~ally. 
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5.3 Tracing in Collision Detection 

The motion of a moving object is simulated by rendering the object in two different 

positions between two adjacent frames according to its velocity. The faster the object 

moves, the larger difference there is between these two positions. If there is a very thin 

wall (the depth of all the walls in the InteractionPro is set to zero) in the way of the 

moving object, it is difficult to find the exact collision point between the moving object 

and the wall [24]. Tracking technology is implemented to solve this problem. 

The trace function in collision detection takes several arguments, which are the starting 

point for the line segment, the ending point of the segment, and a bounding box around 

of the object which moves in the map 

The distances between the starting and ending point to the plane are recorded when the 

trace function checks each leaf it encounters. This can shows whether the line segment 

is in the front of the plane or behind the plane. If the line segment splits a plane, the 

closest point of collision along the line to a given precision can be found by recursively 

dividing the line segment in half where the collision point is located. 

5.4 Stroke Recognition in 3D scenes 

The Graffiti handwriting system, classified as 'easy' and 'immediate' in terms of 

usability [25, 26], has been widely used on current PDA devices. Gesture Interaction 

used in InteractionPro was developed based on the graffiti recognition system [27, 28]. 

The basic principle for this recognition system is that each stroke is normalized by 

being sampled into a unit square with a constant number of interpolations. Then the 

drawing stroke is compared to each reference stroke, by computing the distance 

between each differential point on the input stroke to the reference point on the 

normalized stroke patterns. The reference stroke that is found to be the closest is the 

match. Finally, a refinement measure is applied to distinguish the difference between 

multiple similar letters, such as 'L' and 'h' or '0' and 'P'. 
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The main difference between these interaction systems is that the newly designed 

system is intended to work in a 3D environment. 

Instead of using Windows GDI, strokes represented in InteractionPro are drawn as 3D 

line segments. Once the drawing mode is enabled, multiple vertices are generated 

following the track of the stylus movement using the Mobile Direct3D API. From study 

of the Dell x51 v device, it was found that the vertex buffer in video memory is not 

supported. This indicates that generating vertices during scene rendering will affect the 

speed seriously, and this was confirmed during debugging of the prototype. Hence, the 

number of vertices that represent the drawing strokes is limited to 100. Although the 

length of the drawing strokes is no longer infinite, it is sufficient for the strokes used in 

the prototype. In the meantime, the cost ofthe rendering performance is the minimised. 

5.5 InteractionAnalysor 

InteractionAnalysor, See Appendix B, is a .net windows application, which is 

developed based on the InteractionLog. Although it is not part of InteractionPro, which 

is a 3D prototype on the mobile device, it is a module crucial to the implementation of 

the research experiment, as it is designed specially for visualizing and comparing the 

results from the InteractionPro in a convenient and intuitive way. 

Each tester ran the prototype four times in total, two practise rounds and two formal 

rounds for each interaction mode. The prototype generates four XML files for each 

stage after one round of running the application, so that each tester generates 16 XML 

files in total. Thus, there were 160 XML files for the ten testers in the end. Each plot 

drawn from an XML file contains hundreds of interaction events in a period of more 

than 40 seconds. Therefore, investigating and comparing the plots one by one is 

extremely hard and inconvenient. 

InteractionAnalysor was developed to solve this problem. Since the comparison 

between two interaction styles is the point of the investigation. This application 

automatically tiles two visualized results, which are from 'Doom' mode and 'Gesture' 
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mode, in a horizontal pattern. These two plots are from the same stage and round. 

Before clicking on the 'Show' button, the only variables that need to be defined are the 

name of the tester, the stage number and the type of round (Practise or Formal). In 

addition to this, the length of the visualized plot can be scaled freely. The 'OverAll' 

slide bar can move both plots to the desired section simultaneously. 

Therefore, details of what the interaction events were happening can be viewed more 

clearly and vividly. And the comparisons between the two interaction styles can be 

managed more effectively and objectively. 

5.6 Summary 

The BSP Tree data structure successfully implemented in the InteractionPro is a 

fundamental technology for this prototype. It not only greatly optimizes the 3D 

rendering speed, helping the Dell x51 v render a scene that contains more than 300 

polygons smoothly, but also enables the execution of effective collision detection. A 

traditional stroke recognition system, which works in a 2D environment, has also been 

converted to be able to work in the 3D environment. With the help of the 

InteractionAnalysor, comparison between the two interaction styles can be managed 

and investigated more effectively and objectively. 
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6 Evaluation 

This chapter describes the implementation of the evaluation and discusses the results 

from the experiment. A case study approach, similar to Heuristic Evaluation, is adopted 

and the low number of tester's makes it infeasible to perform statistical tests. 

Nevertheless, the results are sufficient to show that testers are satisfied with the new 

designed interaction system, which is the ultimate goal of this experiment. 

6.1 Background on HeI Evaluation Methodologies 

Heuristics [9, 10, 11, 12] are design guidelines for evaluating the usability of interfaces 

and have been widely used for internet and software development. Their purpose is to 

make the software interface easier to learn, use and master. During the heuristic 

evaluation, the user interface is tested by HeI experts. The feedback from the usability 

heuristics is assessed. Any usability problems confusing users and making interaction 

with the interface difficult, are recorded. The usability problems found by Nielsen in his 

experiments, commonly relate to consistency and misleading information, etc. 

Experience in game play is different from traditional software. As the design goals for 

games are usually characterised as "easy to learn, difficult to master" [29], it is 

necessary to go beyond the basic interface usability, in order to evaluate additional 

properties of the game, including gameplay, story, and mechanics. 

It is for this reason that Heather Desurvire [13] has introduced the Heuristic Evaluation 

for Playability (HEP). It is a comprehensive set of heuristics for playability, specifically 

tailored to evaluate video, computer and board games. However, interaction design in 

mobile games is also different from desktop game interface design. Korhonen and 

Kovisto [4] proposed guidelines for the heuristic evaluation of mobile games. Figure 33 

shows the three groups of guidelines categorised by them, which are the heuristics for 

evaluating game usability, mobility and gameplay. 
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Figures 33: Heuristics for Mobile Games 

Nevertheless, this research does not focus on the playability of an entire mobile game, 
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but on the evaluation of the feedback for the new proposed interaction design, 

especially for FPS games on PDA devices. Thus the two guidelines from Korhonen and 

Kovisto's research for heuristic evaluation of "Game Usability" were chosen for 

application to this research. They are: 

GU6: "Navigation is consistent, logical and minimalist" 

GU8: "Game controls are convenient and flexible" 

Furthermore, based on the additional properties for games as mentioned above, two 

other guidelines were also used to conduct the evaluation: 

I. The level of challenge and entertainment that the user obtains from the new 

interaction 

II. The level of the user's overall satisfaction with the interaction. 

These criteria were added since the ultimate goal of playing games is to be challenged 

and have fun, which means the process of achieving tasks must not be too straight 

forward [4]. 
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6.2 [valuation I mplcmcntation 

Figur. H. A (.,(or i, rtlllKing (no prOIOI)·p •. 

Nielsen and Landauer [101 describe the relationships b.;tw,",~n the nllmb.:r or (he 

~\'<llu:l1or:; and the usability probkms round in <In interfac~ de~ign llsing hellristic 

~"alilalion. as sho"ll in Figur~ 2 .. 

Fi::uro 24. Curn ,ho" iHg Ih. propor'io. or u,abitil~ pmhtem' in all ill'.rf.ce foo"d h)' lIeuri"i< 

entuation ",in: ,'.,iou, "u mho .. of "".tumor>, (b~ J"kob "Hotson) 
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It ,e~ms that lIw ~valualOrs are able to produce sufficient rcsults. l,'nfortunatd), PDA 

Frs game~. with th~ exe~ption of th~ tramplant~d Quake3 and Doom gamcs, do not 

currcntly cxist. This makes it impossible to find He] Experts in pia) ing FPS games on 

Mobile devie~s. Therefore, ~xpet1S in .\lobile HCI, FPS garners and t"o amakLII'~. with 

ten evaluators in total. performed th~ Expen Lvaluation. The main goal is to find tb~ 

degr~e of a<:<:~ptan<:~ ofth~ n~w intera<:tion ~tyk by the players. 

These tcn partieipmnrs wcrc divided into threc groups: 

-Lxperts in lICI (4 t~sters): Those who are lallliliar with the st)lus pen interaction on 

PDAs. 

-Frs gamer;; (4 tcstcrs): Tbose who are familiar with the int~raction of FPS games. 

-AlllateLII'S (2 te~ters): Tho~e "ho ha\c lillie or no experien<:~ with PDAs and FPS 

gam~s. 

Experimcnts were run individually. Th~r~ \\~'" ,even s~s~ion~ dLlI'ing ~a<:h ~xperilllent 

which took arOLmd on~ hour on av~rage. 

Th~s~ s~,~ions wcre: 

I. Inuoducing (h~ experjm~nt ,md the inkroction styk~. 

2. Running th~ appli<:ation as a practice rowld using Int~raction A (or ll. d~pending on 

th~ previous testcr's choice) to familiarize the k~ter with th~ appli<:ation and the 

interaction. 

]. RLmning thc application as a fOlmal round using til<' >am~ int~r.";tion mode 

4. Running the appli<:ation a, a practice round using another interaction mode. 

5. Running the application as a formal round using alloth~r lnkraction modc. 

6. Amw~ring the qucstionnaire. 

7. Intcrvie\\·jng the t~,kr so a~ to get extra fcedback. 

'1 b~ experiment equipments were: 
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I. A Deil x51 \ PDA cleviee 

2. 1\\'0 Vicleo Cameras: One video camera was used lor recording th" t~~ter's hands 

motions while int"r~ding with the prototype on th" PDA d",'ic", It is pI~ced above the 

lOp of th" te,t"r', head and aimed down at the PUA cleviee, The other Camera recorded 

the whole scene of the ""perim,,m from the corner oftoc room. 

6.3 Enllmltitln of Results 

6.3.1 Results Introduditln 

Four categorics of lima \\~r~ coIlect"d from the ~xp~riments: 

1. Th~ lnleruc/ion/ogs containi ng all the objccti \ e data of the interaction events during 

the experimentation. 

2. The q\ICstionn~ires repr~senting the ,"bj"etive fedings towarcls the new interaction 

from th" play"rs. 

3. A memo of the intcf\'kw with th" testers ~I\er the experiment' 

4, Video t~p"s of the experiments 

The information on intcraction e\'"nts w~s compikd to an XMI .I ile ancllmpon"d inlO a 

datahase, The Jnl~rUC'lionAnuly.\'(}r application was then used to visualize the results, 

T~h l. ~. h!M "r ( 

( ,i':S I'l ']{~.{B·, 

, 
, 

" 
2.2l 

(;!SI'lIR I .(lJ) 

[X)()~lIA) , 

T",.!Timc,(,j 

42.1~ 

44A2 

JMI 

.1 7 

;6l.12l 

446.2l 

47K2l 

A\ "" ... MS.y!u> 

Rat<{pd'''>m<) 

1.M 
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hble 6. lob i" of tho Objec t!H R .. ul" (Key Pr."ing and Sl~l'" Tapping lime, in all " og") 

SIO."' I n «0'<"0<1 St;lu, I "I' t-.:!lp KDowLl !;.l.<ft t-.:Kl~h' t-.:KOlUrLl 

, Del()I\ 1 (;I ) I ~. ~ 'l 1·1..1'.1 11.2.1 I N.' 1.'1 I:' 

GESTCRE{Bi JJ .oj 16.5 0.1,< , 2. ,j 5.J75 

[}oo~11A1 J.:" f) " " " " IS.":> , 
(iISTlRE(Bl ;0 125 " " " " " DO()\\IAj 26.'5 :'8.875 1)375 9.'< ". '; , 
(,~.STl II{ E{II) .16.3 1 ~.3 10.871 ". I ~5 .\.)'5 O.S'1 

IXl()\~M 6.< . .17< 411. 1 ~5 .1.3~5 c.~5 5. ~71 ('- ~ 'l , 
GESTURE{)I) jJj 13 ~6.P< 4.7.' ~. '.1 ~.] 'j .1 X.'J 

6.3.2 Stage Results 

Stag" I : ) 10 ' in:: ~nd Ju m piug 

"'- ' 
KR"'"m 

" .. 
KLon 

.. IJov.n 

""p 
SI, lu, T "I> A .i).7S 

" 
, 

'" I, '" " '" " ~ 

FigUl'~ 25. Th~ tin,e. [or ke~' prc"ing aod , {)Iu, topping in Stag. 1 

As expe~le<1. Figure 25 shows that the slylus pen "'JS tJrpe<1l1sing in\em<;lion R more 

than using in{CraClion A. This is becJus~ the "Jumping" eomm~nd in InlCraclion 13 is 

cxecutcd by drawing stmk~s, which takes longer and requires more (aprlJlg th~n 

pressing Ih" buttons. Then:for~. it is understan<1a bk \hm in "(ic<,\ure" modc. {~SICrs took 

on Jvemg~ ~igh\ sc~"nds more than in 'Doom' mo<1~. as sho"n in Tahle 5. Howcver, 

the main eoncern in Ih~ "v~l uation of games is the user"s subjectiv~ keiing. 

Th" r~sul\s of the questionnaire (see Figure 16) show thai th" slight (\c lay did not ~ffcct 
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the sense of pn:senceJ for th..., experts triggering the' Jump' command using "Gesture' 

mod~ compar~ to "Doom" mock m this slage. Howe\'er. both scores in this qu<,stion ar~ 

fairly low ind icating testers ar", not pleased with lrigg~ring . Jumping' in this stag~, This 

sho\\"S thllt mostl<:sters hll\'" difficulties in executing {h~ 'Jl1IUP' command smoothly 

and ell"'Cli\~ly. 

StallC I 

Ovcr. \11 

, 

figure 26. The ,eor" of ,alisfaction "iU, 'Jumping' in all ,t.g"' 

As . Jumping' is fh:quently used ill combination with O1h~r mo\'~mcnt commands such 

as walking lind looking. This highly rdaled combination resulted in testers spending a 

long lime practicing i1. 

In lnt~raction -X mode. the tester exeCliles the ' Jump' by pressing the button left of the 

D-Plld. One", the aViltar is in the air, th~ teskr has to move lhe lett lhumh from the 

'Jump' hunon 10 th~ O·Pad imm~diatcly to press the 'Forward' hunon befm", the avatar 

falls hack to dl~ ground, Some of the WSl~rs withdr~w their stylus p~n from the PO/\'s 

serc~n so as to use their index linger to pres,> 'Move Forv.ard' on the D'pad, They 

re,engag~ the stylus pen aft~r the 'Jump Forv.md' motion is fini sh~d. Dl1Ting the 

int~rvi~w after the experiments, they explained that this way of -Jumping l'orward ' is a 

habit. This hahit is hard to chang", in a short ))<'riod. This nwchanism of'Jumping' is 

uncomfortahle for th~ users in imeraetion 'A'. 

In Interaction' B', ' Jumping ' is executed by holding the middle button (,Return') down, 

th~n drawing a straight upwards strok", anywh",r", on the scre~n. Th", ' R<'\unl' hutton 
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must be released once the avatar is in the air, so as to press the 'Forward' button to jump 

forward instead of jumping straight up. Testers were not familiar with this new 

mechanism. Some of them became irritated after failing to execute the 'Jump' 

command after several attempts, which is confirmed by the recorded video clips. 

Figure 26 shows that there is little difference between 'Gesture' and 'Doom' mode, but 

clearly that the users were not happy with 'Jumping' in either mode. 

The main reason behind the users dislike of the 'Jumping' command in 'Gesture' mode 

is because of the lack of practice and unfamiliarity with the way it is performed. This is 

inferred from the following evidence: 

• 'Jump' is the only command that needs 'stroke drawing' in stage 1, 

• user's average score is '5.3' on the scale of 1 to 7 from the questionnaire: 'Please 

rate your sense of being satisfied at drawing strokes in stage 1', showing that 

drawing strokes is not the barrier to triggering the' Jump' command. 

Some of the testers blamed the failure of executing the command on the stroke 

recognition system. However the system inspector's observation on these testers 

interaction from the video clips and system's logs showed that the stroke recognition 

system was indeed working correctly. What happened was that the testers were failing 

to execute the command in the correct way. Some of them released the middle button 

before finishing strokes; some of them removed the stylus pen from the screen and 

released the middle button at the same time. All of these testers had trouble 

coordinating the rhythm of using the middle button and stylus pen together to 

accomplish the 'Jumping' action. Stroke recognition is expected not to be a problem 

once they practice enough. 

Stage2: Stationary Shooting 

All the testers accomplished this stage easily. Although the new shooting style takes 

longer than using the 'DOOM' game style as is shown in Table 5, it offers much more 

fun and convenience. As the 'Manual Shooting' in 'Gesture' mode is triggered by 
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douhl~ tapping the stylus jXn and the 'Rdllm' hU110n only need to be pn:s><:d onc~ to 

trigger the' Firing' i~ -Doom' mO<.ic, the fact that th~re aT~ double the numh~r of taps a~ 

compared to hutton pr~,se, i, reasonahle in this stag~. Results from the questionnaire 

and interview conlirm this. 

, 

Sh,~" """;"~ 01*" th.
C ,,,,, ",,;.xo 

Sh,,,-,, """""'" "",i<>-' 
f u" C\'" """",""" 

""~" >to" m"',> eobj<xt 
['" f Li n 

fi~ur. 27. The 'COl", in Mag. 2 

The testers experienced the new shooti ng style' Auto Aiming & Shooting' in this stuge, 

Some of them ~xpresscd how mllch they ~n.io)cd this ncw shooting mechanism_ The 

awmge score for satisfaction with this s hooti~ g m~thod is ' 4.4'_ 

Stage], Mo.'intl: & Shooling 

,,' 
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Thi~ is the IT\()S( challenglllg sluge in (hi: entire ~pplicmion. All the amaleun; t'<likd to 

accomplish this stage. Even the experienced Frs experts hOO trouble ill finishing this 

,tugc. lIowner. th~ new interaction , tyle shows better perfonll<1nce results Ih~n 1he 

originul intwlCtion style. T<lble 5 indicut.:s that llsing the 'Gc,turc' mode enables users 

to finish the sl<lge in less time "jlh less mouse (stylu» mowmenl than the "Doom' 

mode. 

The most diniculllask in this stage is the execution of the 'Shooting' c()mm<llld. Using 

Ihis function in 'Uoom' mode is especially inefficient since users haw to release the 

'Moving' button> first und then press Ill<' 'Return' blltton (all of thc,c buttons arc 

contwlleu by the len thllmb). "hich means the a~alar is only able to shoot in <I 

s\<llionary situation. This imp~d~s perfonning the actions of dodging and countcr attack 

and sevcrely impacts gamepl~) [4]. I he new inter~ction design converts the execution 

of the "Firing· command from th~ user·s left hand to his right hand. v.hich solves the 

problem of implementing the most commonly u>cd command" 'Moving' ~nd 'firing·, 

simlllt~neousl} . The coorJin~tion ofthe~e funcllons h<ls cle<lrly been impnwed C~ing 

the new inter~ction ~)~tem eo~t~ much less button pressing times than using the Doom 

mode, With the separation of the ·Firing' and ·Moving· command to two hand,. a 

pbyer can easil} simulate the ·stmfel rot~te' <lction in rc g<lme comb<lt, which is <I 

major g~me play mo'e th~t <lllows continuous rotation ahout ~ fixed centre (the enem)' 

UIlder <ltl<lck). llJi~ e~n be implemented so a, to simulate the u,c of the keyboard ~nd 

mouse, pro, ided the player holds Onto one rOA direction button while micro-adjusting 

the stylu, pen in the other direction. T~sters 'WI\? satisfied with these new changes. a~ 

shown in Figure 28. 

, , 
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Only a f~wk~ters tried the ·Auto Aiming & shooting· mechanism in this stage. Th,s is 

lxcause Iheir habi l of performing this shooting m~ehanism in an intcnse ta,k has not 

formed yet ; and in imcns~ game ~ituatioM. they forget aboul Ih ls junction. Howe\"~r. 

tcst ~rs who used lhi~ method rated I I above a\eragc. 

Figur~ !Y. Tho ,eol"<"' of' ."''''oA i",&Sh oo(i ll~' 
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Stage-l : Func(ion F:~ec,,(;on 

Ag<lin , lh~ n~w inler<ldion mo<l~ look more lime than the 'Uoom' modc as sho\\n in 

Tahle 5. Howevcr, userS are <>atislicd wilh iI, 

ro us' to. Fun 

- • • '" '" 
","J5fOCliOll ,, ~h 

r 
• • 11.4 I)"" i¥ Slrol- ~' 

",." t"" ion '" i, h , -14,6 
AutoALm&_in .• 

, ; , 

In <lddilion to thc unlimited commands. the enteJ1aimnent and con\ enience off~m.l by 

(he ncw interaction system is sulisr<l~!O(). Ano{h~r advantag~ or lh~ n~W interaction 

design is shown in Figllre 31 . In interaction' A" (Doom). which {he upper diagram 

shows, {hc tester had to press the other four hotk~)s around -10 tinl~s during this s(;jg~. 

j h~se four hoth~' s ur~ ~ontrollcd hy the left thumb. Therefore, the left thumb has to 

take care ofnill<! buttons in tOlal , which is douhlc thc numher in '(j~sture' modc. This 

unbalan~"" command assignment confused th~ test~rs significantly. Usns sometimes 

triggered undesired commands by mis(;jh in . Doom' nl(xk 
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,.-, 

Figur~ 34: I he for<o OHrl<d on the .,er', hand i, ","eh greator in the la"d,c~p".[)ri.nt<d D(~'m 

than in o. r JIOrtrait·orionted '~-Mem. 

A funh.:r ]Jwbkm with thi~ is (hut i( afT!;!<:ts how C0mior(abl) the PDA ean be held. 

which is show~d in Figur~ 3-t The left palm supports the w!;!ightor(he d.:\ice. with th~ 

left thumb controlling the balane~ and grasping of the de,'ice. The less movement the 

left thumb ha; to mah het"e~n differ~nt buttons. (he more stahle and comionable 

holding (he device becomes. \Vith the stylus. movcm~nt rate b<!nefits from th~ 'Gesture' 

mode and users did not kelthe fatigue from holding th~ PDAd~vice at all. even though 

they had to hold it illr longer. Univ
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Faroiliol with 
Inlewb,n(p-OJ 17) 

So.tisfocbon WIth 
FLl1l1!;\P- O.033) 

s..hsfocti:tl WIth 
Jumprng(p-oJ31J 

So.hsfllCb:m WIth 
lntera.ct>on(p-O I <l8) 

T I 

, 

Fil:lJ,.., 32, Th. '" or ~ll ,""J t" 

A >Ulnm~ry or lh" r61111s are sillmn in Figmc 32. Overall. there was no signiticant 

dillcTcncc (p=O,148) bctwc~n prd~r~nce scor~s for e~ch >y>tem. Th~ only significant 

result (p=O.033) Wcl, I(,r th., new liring mechanism \\e devdopeu, which player;; ra\eJ 

as incre~sing playahility_ 

So, ll\'eraIllh" experiment results show that t~ new int~lface is certainly no '\lorsc than 

existing system, ~nd. in the <:~s~ of iiring:, is capahle of making FrS games on POA 

d~vi<:es more practical anu cnjnyabk than curr~nt impkrnentatiolls. Although the u~r 

spends more lime llsing 'Geslur~ Int~raction' than cun"llI int<!J<lction styles. the new 

,lyle solves major problem> including flln<;tion limitation, u;;er laligue due to holding 

lh~ POA, difficulties in ClIonlinalion "hen p<-'rfonning multiple commands 

simultaneously and restricted c~mera mo\ emenL 

Table 5 and 6 show that in 'Ge,ture' mode, both the numher or stylu, t~p, ~nd ils 

average moq:ment r~te are more than in 'Doom' mode. Thc;;e results are r~asonablc 

he~ause: 
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Unlike the 'Doom' mode the stylus pen only controls the change of camera view. In 

"Gesture' mode, it is also in charge of the execution of commands (,Firing' and 

advanced function commands) by tapping and stroke drawing. 

The 'Gesture' mode requires a bit more time in finishing the stage than the 'Doom' 

mode (with the exception of the Stage 3). 

But the column' Average of Stylus Samples' in the Table 5 shows that the 'Doom' mode 

recorded more stylus events than the 'Gesture' mode, with the exception of Stage 4. 

This leads to the hypothesis that in 'Gesture' mode, the stylus pen actually spent less 

time on the touch screen than in 'Doom' mode, based on the fact that: 

a stylus event would only be recorded as a sample when it had been left on the touch 

screen for more than 50 million seconds, 

that with using' Doom' mode it takes, in general, less time to finish the stages than the 

'Gesture' mode. 

This assumption was confirmed with the help of InteractionAnalysor. As Figure 31 

shows clearly, the density of the stylus (mouse) samples recorded in 'Doom' mode is 

higher than the one in 'Gesture' mode. Therefore, using 'Doom' mode is more intense 

than using the 'Gesture' mode in running this prototype. 

6.4 Summary 

Three groups of testers participated in the evaluation experiment. These included 

experts in mobile HeI, FPS garners and amateurs. Four categories of the experimental 

results helped in evaluating the new interaction system in an objective and effective 

way. The results show that although playing the FPS games using the new interaction 

style is a bit slower than using the button pressing interaction style in some situations, 

users prefer the new interaction system. This is because it is more fun, convenient and 

efficient. There are, however, still some problems, such as 'Jumping', which remain to 

be solved. 
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7 Conclusion 

This research designed a new interaction paradigm for FPS games on PDA devices 

following a user-centered methodology. First of all, an interaction logging system, 

called InteractionLog, was build to help investigate user behaviour whilst playing FPS 

games on desktop pes. Based on the understanding of these behaviours and the 

interaction problems found from an experiment into actual FPS game play on PDA 

devices, a new interaction system was proposed to solve these problems. Both a 

low-fidelity prototype and a high-fidelity prototype were built to evaluate the new 

interaction design. 

The results of the study show that the new interface is capable of making FPS games on 

PDA devices more practical and enjoyable than current interaction styles or interfaces. 

Although the user spends more time using Gesture Interaction than current interaction 

styles, the new style solves major problems, including function limitations, user fatigue 

due to holding the PDA, difficulties in coordination when performing multiple 

commands simultaneously and restricted camera movement. 

A Gesture Interaction approach has the following advantages: 

Distribution of crucial commands to both hands creates good performance which is 

especially obvious in intense battle situations. 

The new interaction system is easy to learn. All the testers picked it up quickly. None of 

them needed to look at the instruction sheet after running the application for a short 

time. 

Players prefer the new interaction system more than the traditional one, irrespective of 

whether it is slower or not. We believe that the more players get used to the new 

interaction style, the more they will enjoy using it. 

There is still work to be done, however, and it is clear that some functions, such as 

'Jumping', still need to be improved. We believe that a sensible balance between 
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gesture recognition and hardware buttons should support this and provide even greater 

satisfaction to game players. 

In section 4, we stated that there were, as yet, no standard conventions for the controls 

on PDA-based FPS games. Although we do not believe our research to be mature 

enough to be adopted as a standard, it does point the way to what that standard might 

look like - it will almost certainly incorporate some form of gesture recognition and 

automatic firing system. We hope that other researchers will be able to build on our 

work to create a canonical set of gestures and a firing system that strikes an engaging 

balance between automation and user controls. 
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Appendix A 

Que'ti[)nnair~ 

\1ark lhe inleraction <tyle you f"'t te~ted' 

Tntera~tion A (Button Pressing) 

Interaction B (Str[)ke Dm"ing) 

:">Jame: 

Ab'"'' 
Ema il ' 

I. Plea"" rate Y[)LLr .<en,e of heiliR fami/ilir with LLsing th~ Interacti[)n>, [)n a ""ale [)f 1 to 7, 

"here 7 repre""m, you are C(lmf(Jrlllbie "ith this interaction ,tyle. 

t had a se,.,.~ ofbeinxfum;tia. wilh Ih.: "sin); /he /nleraelion A: 

f:,"",,' I' I' I' 
I had" ,>en.,e of beingfum;Ii". " ith Ih" I/sillg Ih" InteraCI]"" B: 

lb""" , I' , I' 
2, C[)mPllr~ the com"'nien<'e (lnd efficie"cy bcl"CCJl lh. ' Int~raction Styl~ A' 

'Intcraction Slyle B': 1Tl[,rk lhe one you preter of e~"h qUC'tlon in lhe f[)ilo" ing form, 

Q'>.O>lioll' I"'<r",';oo A In;.;raetloo Il 

\\'h dl "; I, )-ou I,.<ter ,0 <hoot .t a ,,;u 01*",., 
- --

Which >I) Ie ~'ou prekr 10 """,I ,,1 a [JJ(I'ill ~ o;.j"L? 

Whi,h "'; Ie )-ou rrdor '0 oct ""ional) ~'OO'iLlg',' 
-

Whi,'h >I;-Ie ) ou prdor 10 act IT,", in~ ""'''''i[)~',' 

\\'hi,h ",I. ,,)II pl~t"IO 11<'< in 11", n"", ',' 

" 
. . 

3. Compare the (hullen~<, "",I Enlt'Tlmnmeni b..t"~en the interact"m SlJle A and 

' Interaction Styl~ 1:1'; mark th~ on" :[)u pr~fer [)fe~ch que,lion inlh~ foll[)"ing form, 

Which ;hle '00 I'«kr ", >I""" "'. ,Iill "'0<,'" 
Wh,o" '1)1< )00 p,of" to ~,oo<., • m()"in~ object" 

\\'h;';h >!~k lOU I, .. r' r <0 "" ""<ion.,,, ,hooting" 

Which '1)k ) 0" pref" to . ," mo' i"~ ;h""in~? 

! Intcrl>Ction,\ 

Who" "yl, lOU [""ter '" u'"' i" the n\a7~"_____ I 

Intcrll<tion Il 

4, Plea", rat~ ~O'" ,em" of be",); ,,,1;'.1;"" al .~~cul ing 'FIr;"!:' command m lh. ,tag.', on a 

;hI "' iff a ,'ense 0 emx '" I< Ie, " """'If I " j " I / ' F" " It;"'1: , " ~raC Ih I I I ",,, 

I Sl.~d 
, I , , , , I 

",'1 at "II v<", I ['\'P 

~t.g<,l 

SI,~.4 

i 
-
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I'd '" a sellse" InX .\1, IS Ie, " "'" /he ' (fi I 1 'F" . g ' mmg , " , w , , , , , , , 
,. , 

", :>£<1 ,"" .. , 01 1 \!o,) lI "1'P} 

"'llI\d 

~'agc. 
, 

-
O,<r.1I , , . I , 

5_ Please rate )our .,en.,e of being ,,,mji"" alnccU11T1g Ihe .lumpmg command," Ihe stages. 

l)]] a sca le of I to 7, "hcre 7 rcpre'i.CJl1' you are ml)st plea,cd "ilh jumpi ng 

I had u ,,'me 0/ b<~i"g l'atiljied (II "m''l>i''I: ' ~'ing Ihe Imerae/ion .( ' , , ; , , , , , I 

Stag, I ~o, at . 1I \'o~'Hal"py 
, 

Sl>~c-.j , 
(h,,'al l , 

~ , , 
I had 0 ,en,e oj twlnl! "m~fied (11 '/"'I'Iflf( U''''I! Ilk' {nle'rtlClian R , , , , , , , 

S .. ~c l NO! "' . 11 Very HarP) , 

S'agN 
, 

O,<rall . 
6 Pl ease rak your sense of being '",15fied at e_xec lLt mg the Auto 41m command m the 

ag~', on a sea e 0 fit 7 " , " \Cre 7 rcpre>cn '}o <J .rc mos , I I' el"", I -th w, u>mg 1/" "", , , , , < , , 
..-

~'.go2 " ",", 011 Vc'1) HarP' 

~1"£d 
--

Stag"~ 

0",,,, 11 

• • , , , . 7. PI~a,e rate )our" me qi b< III!!. '''Ii.\fied at dn .. "n# ,1m'., Illl hc stages, on ~ seak of I to 

7 wherc 7 reprcscnt> lOU arc mmI IJ!e",eJ "ith Ii"' ... ·j"JI >lrot", · , 
, , , 7 , , , ; 

SLa~cl ,"OL", . 11 ",~·It ·I'P) 

Sl .~e.i , 
s",gc~ 

(Aerall 
, I , . , , , 

8, r lea", rat~ Jour "nI' vj /xmg "m.!led at uSL ng the IIUeraclLon< III Cl)mpicllng all the 

,tagc>. on ~ seale of I to 7. where 7 repre ,ents you are mm t plel15ed at u,ing th i, interaction 

sty le 

f had a .,ens .. vi bdng 'uti!ji<,d (lllhe using Ihe' fn le'YUctivn A: 

I ~~ ,,, ! ; I 7 I ' I 

f had a Se'Il'" <!/ being Ia/i.lfied at the uli"X the fmcraClion B: 
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